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FOREWORD

In October 2013 the International Conference of Labour Statisticians (ICLS) agreed a ground-breaking set of new standards on work and labour statistics. Those standards established a new framework for work and labour statistics in replacement of the standards from the 13th ICLS, which have been used since 1982 as a reference point for the measurement of employment, unemployment and the economically active population.

The updated standards promise to substantially enhance our understanding of women’s and men’s participation in labour markets and their contributions, through unpaid work, to their households, communities and the economy. However, they have major implications for the production and communication of key statistics both nationally and internationally. Recognising the challenges this has created, the ICLS called on the ILO to develop guidance to support countries in the implementation of the standards. In 2015, the ILO embarked on a major project for the implementation of a global Labour Force Survey Pilot Studies Project to provide the evidence upon which guidance could be built.

It is my belief that the project has indeed achieved this goal through the reports of the pilot studies which are now being made available. The reports contain a diverse set of findings and evidence across many topics relevant to the design of LFS. They are being made available on a themed basis for accessibility purposes.

I hope and expect that these reports can be a major contribution to the work of practitioners of labour force surveys in particular, but also those interested in household survey design and testing.

While I am confident that these reports are in themselves of high value, I note that they are only one step on the path towards the provision of comprehensive support and guidance, which is in high demand from ILO constituents. The ILO Department of Statistics is fully committed to meeting this demand through the incremental release through 2018 and 2019 of further reports, guides, model questionnaires and other tools which will ultimately form a toolkit for LFS practitioners.

I cannot finish without thanking the many people who have supported the pilot studies. Firstly, I must acknowledge the tireless work put in by Elisa Benes and Kieran Walsh who have provided the technical leadership and expertise throughout the implementation of the pilot studies and been the chief authors of the reports. They have been ably and extensively supported by many others within the ILO and in the 10 partner countries. Further, we have been lucky to count on the financial support of external agencies including Data2x and African Development Bank who have supplemented the funding and resources contributed by the ILO and participant countries.

Rafael Diez de Medina
Director
Department of Statistics
International Labour Organization
I. BACKGROUND

1. The latest international recommendations on how to measure some of the key headline labour market indicators, including the labour force participation rate, employment-to-population ratio and unemployment rate, are contained in the Resolution I concerning statistics of work, employment and labour underutilization adopted in 2013 by the 19th International Conference of Labour Statisticians (ICLS). These standards introduced a number of important revisions that will impact the way work and labour force statistics are collected and disseminated by countries around the world in the years to come. To support their wide implementation, the 19th ICLS called on the ILO to “conduct further conceptual and methodological work including testing” and develop “technical manuals and model data collection instruments” aligned with the latest standards.

2. As follow-up, in 2015, the ILO launched a global project of labour force survey (LFS) pilot studies. The Project had as main aim to develop and test alternative survey questionnaires to collect statistics to produce headline indicators on employment, labour underutilization (comprising time-related underemployment, unemployment and the potential labour force), and own-use production work, in line with the 19th ICLS standards. The findings from the ILO pilot studies will serve to develop evidence-based guidance to support countries in adopting and adapting the new standards in to suit their national context.

3. This report describes the main features of Resolution I of the 19th ICLS and the process by which it was developed. It goes on to describe the objectives chosen for the ILO LFS pilot study project arising from the changes introduced through the new standards and the overall testing approach and methodology adopted in the pilot studies. The report is part of the ILO methodological series “Identifying good practices in labour force survey design” that describe in detail the main findings of the Project. The description of the methodology in this report is at a high level and is supplemented by more detailed descriptions in other reports in the series. This report and others in this series are available in the website of the ILO Department of Statistics.

4. The report is structured as follows: Section II starts with an overview of the main conceptual changes introduced by the new standards. Section III describes the overall scope and coverage of the ILO LFS pilot study project as well as providing a high-level description of the methodology. The final section outlines the project timelines and reporting strategy implemented to disseminate the good practices and lessons learned through the Project.

---

II. FROM EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT TO WORK AND LABOUR UNDERUTILIZATION

A. Review of the international standards on employment and unemployment statistics

5. In 2013, the 19th ICLS adopted a new resolution on statistics of work, employment and labour underutilization (ILO, 2013a). This resolution updated the previous international standards on the economically active population, employment, unemployment and underemployment (ILO, 1982) and related guidelines used by most countries as basis to produce their official labour force statistics.

6. Work to update these standards began in 2008 following recommendations by the 18th ICLS and the 39th Session United Nations Statistical Commission (UNSC) – the two main fora where the international statistical community comes together to decide on priority areas of work to arrive at common standards and methods to guide the development of official statistics at national and global levels (ILO, 2008, United Nations, 2008a, United Nations, 2008b). Main concerns raised at the time regarding the existing body of international standards in labour statistics included the perceived limitations of the unemployment rate as the single headline indicator to monitor labour market pressure across different contexts; the need for more refined indicators to inform policies on employment creation and to address various problems of labour underutilization; and the growing recognition that unpaid forms of work contribute to socio-economic development and wellbeing and thus should be regularly measured as part of official statistics.

7. To address these concerns, between 2008 and 2013, the ILO Department of Statistics embarked on a thorough review of the 1982 standards. The process started with a comprehensive review of country practices on the implementation of the 1982 standards in household surveys, particularly LFS, in population censuses, and in agricultural censuses (ILO, 2013b). In addition, an extensive consultation process was launched to review and propose a new set of recommendations based on the identified good practices and addressing the concerns raised by the ICLS and UNSC.

8. The main mechanism for consultation established by the ILO was a Working Group on the “Advancement of Employment and Unemployment Statistics” comprising labour force experts from National Statistical Offices (NSO) from around 40 countries from all world regions. The WG’s mandate was to provide substantive and practical input to the ILO during the review process. It operated through meetings held annually between 2009 and 2012. Furthermore, during 2012, regional consultation meetings were held in Africa, Asia, Europe, Latin America and the Middle East to ensure wide coverage of regional perspectives. Finally, a Tripartite Meeting of Experts attended by representatives from Governments, Employers and Workers Groups discussed the proposals in early 2013 and made recommendations to the ILO in preparation for the 19th ICLS.

9. Revised recommendations were presented for discussion by the 19th ICLS in October 2013. Present at the Conference were delegates from 106 member States, Employers and Workers, as well as representatives of international governmental and non-governmental organizations (ILO, 2013c). The Conference adopted the new recommendations which were subsequently approved by the ILO Governing Body in March 2014 as the new international statistical standards on statistics of work, employment and labour underutilization.

B. Major changes introduced by the 19th ICLS standards

10. The standards adopted by the 19th ICLS introduced a number of important revisions to the previous international recommendations with a view to address some of the main concerns that led to their updating. Most noteworthy, the new standards greatly expanded the scope of labour statistics by recognizing the need to collect data on different forms of work, paid and unpaid, on a regular basis. This was achieved through the introduction of the first internationally agreed statistical definition of “work” aligned with the general production boundary, and a framework that distinguishes different forms of work to support their separate measurement (see Figure 1).

11. An important feature of the Forms of Work framework is that, while the different forms of work are mutually exclusive, persons may be engaged in one or several forms of work over a particular reference period. This means that, unlike in the previous standards, it is possible to fully capture the participation, contributions and working conditions of persons in, for example, employment, volunteer work and own-use production work. Likewise, it will be possible to evaluate how participation in one form of work impacts participation in another form of work.

12. The introduction of the Forms of Work framework is expected to have important implications for the production of labour force statistics especially in countries where a part of the population is engaged in subsistence agriculture or fishing. This is because employment in the new framework is more narrowly defined as work performed in the context of transactions for pay or profit. Activities that contribute to production, but are not done in exchange for remuneration, such as own-use production work, volunteer work and unpaid trainee work are no longer included within the concept of employment. Instead the new standards introduced definitions and guidelines for their comprehensive measurement as separate forms of work, providing more flexibility to meet the demand for data to inform a wider range of employment, economic and social policies than was possible before (ILO, 2013a).

13. For example, in the case of employment, the narrower definition is expected to enable better monitoring of access to employment opportunities that generate an income and to support the formulation of policies on job creation, entrepreneurship, etc. In the case of own-use production work, a new range of indicators have been introduced, such as the rate of “subsistence foodstuff
producers” for high level monitoring and policymaking in contexts where a part of the population is engaged in activities such as subsistence agriculture, fishing, hunting and gathering, etc.4

14. In the case of unemployment, while the underlying concept and operational criteria were not changed, the new standards have placed its measurement within a broader context of labour underutilization. This new development is very important because it recognizes that as a single measure, unemployment does not fully capture the different reactions that labour markets may have to changing economic conditions in different contexts. Rather, the new standards underscore the need to see unemployment as part of a range of measures of labour underutilization that also include time-related underemployment and the newly introduced concept and measure of potential labour force (see Figure 2). Together these three measures are recommended to more broadly monitor insufficient labour absorption, or from a social perspective, unmet need for employment. For dissemination purposes, a range of indicators, LU1-LU4, based on different combinations of the three measures have been further recommended.

**Figure 2.** Components of labour underutilization to monitor unmet need for employment

C. **Impact on data collection and dissemination practices**

15. The changes introduced are expected to impact the way countries conduct their national LFS. The new definition of employment and measures of labour underutilization will need to be reflected in survey questionnaires, data collection, processing, dissemination, and communication practices.

16. In countries where a part of the population engages in subsistence agriculture and/or fishing, whether as a primary or secondary activity, new question sequences will need to be developed and integrated in the survey to ensure their full identification. The new headline indicator for “subsistence foodstuff producers” will need to be disseminated together with the employment-to-population ratio to monitor their situation and inform the development of targeted policies for this group of workers.

17. In addition, national household survey programmes will need to be reviewed to produce, on a less frequent but regular basis, key statistics and indicators on volunteer work and own-use production work, in particular own-use provision of services, including unpaid domestic work and unpaid care work.

---

4 See (ILO, 2013a), paragraphs: 24, 73b.
III. ILO LFS PILOT STUDY PROJECT

A. Objectives and scope

18. To support the wide implementation of the new standards, in 2015 the ILO launched a global pilot LFS project focused on developing and testing survey questions aligned with the new standards. However, not all forms of work were covered. Given the particular relevance for labour force statistics, the pilot project centred on the measurement of:

a. Employment defined more narrowly as work for pay or profit.
b. Labour underutilization, covering unemployment, time-related underemployment and the newly introduced potential labour force.
c. Participation in own-use production work, including production of goods and services.
d. Main activity as self-declared.

19. A main objective is to assess how well alternative LFS questionnaires performed in different languages, cultures and socioeconomic contexts, and whether they were equivalent in terms of classifying persons as employed, underemployed, unemployed, potential labour force and/or own-use producers. At this early stage of the testing it was decided not to focus on whether the questionnaires yielded comparable estimates or on assessing the potential impact of the changes on key labour market indicators. Rather emphasis was placed on questionnaire design with a focus on approaches suitable for paper and pencil implementations (PAPI), questionnaire adaptation and equivalence issues across contexts and population groups.

20. Ultimately, the main aim of the pilot project is to develop evidence on the most appropriate approaches to implement the new standards in countries from different regions and with different socioeconomic contexts. The findings will form the basis for practical guidance and training materials on LFS design and methodology to be made widely available by the ILO as online publications and through the ILO’s project of technical assistance and capacity building on LFS.

B. Pilot project design and country coverage

21. The ILO LFS pilot studies were implemented between 2015 and 2016 with the participation of 10 countries from different world regions. This included in Africa: Cameroon, Ivory Coast, Namibia and Tunisia; in the Americas: Ecuador and Peru; in Asia: Philippines and Vietnam; and in Central Asia and Eastern Europe: Kyrgyzstan and the Republic of Moldova.

22. The selection of pilot countries was informed by the key objectives of the pilot studies. Key criteria considered included the country’s socioeconomic context, in particular the existence of mixed and subsistence agriculture, animal husbandry and/or fishing; prior experience in implementing national LFS and expressed interest by the NSO to test the newly adopted standards. Nevertheless, care was also taken to ensure inclusion of countries from different world regions or sub-regions and language groups.

23. The pilot study project methodology was developed by the ILO Department of Statistics. The project rollout was led by Senior Statisticians from the Department’s Statistical Standards and Methods Unit, in collaboration with the ILO Regional Labour Statisticians for Africa, Asia and the

---

Pacific Islands and Latin America and the Caribbean, and the Labour Statistics Specialist for Southern Africa. In addition to extensive LFS experience, the ILO team included English, French and Spanish native-speakers.

24. Funding for the project implementation was provided by the ILO, and in some cases, by the participating countries. The NSO of the pilot countries were directly responsible for the national planning and conduct of the pilot studies, in consultation with the ILO, and provided substantial technical input and human resources throughout the process.

25. The African Development Bank and Data 2X⁶ further supported activities to promote knowledge sharing among pilot countries and to communicate the project and findings with a wider audience.

C. Model questionnaires developed for testing

26. Given that many countries around the world have long established LFS for collecting statistics on employment and unemployment, a main interest of the pilot project was to develop and test approaches based on the existing questionnaire sequences but aligned with the new definitions. The ILO review of country practices in LFS and population censuses revealed a few approaches that are commonly used across countries (ILO, 2013b). These were used as basis to develop five alternative questionnaires for testing.

27. The five model questionnaires were designed to measure the same core topics: employment, time-related underemployment, unemployment, the potential labour force, own-use production of goods, own-use provision of services and main activity. Additional topics relevant to the interview flow or to support analysis were also included, such as basic household characteristics (main source of water, energy, sources of livelihood), demographic characteristics of household members (age, sex, marital status, educational attainment), characteristics of main and second jobs (occupation, industry, status in employment), and working time in employment and in own-use production work. However, the model questionnaires did not cover all topics typically included in a national LFS. Rather, only those topics essential to the tests or necessary for interview flow and to support analysis were included (see Annex 1 for a full list of the topics included in the model questionnaires).

28. Although covering the same topics, the models included a number of differences that were the focus of the tests. These included differences in question wording and order, the way response options were meant to be implemented and, in some cases, the structure and order of different sections. Overall, the biggest differences related to the section order and wording of questions to separately identify employed persons and own-use producers of goods (see Figure 3). Indeed, as described in the next section, each of the five model approaches reflected a different strategy to capture employment and, thus, to establish the new boundary with own-use production work.

⁶ http://www.data2x.org/partnerships/womens-work-employment/
For topics such as time-related underemployment, unemployment, the potential labour force and main activity the differences focused particularly on selected new criteria introduced by the standards, such as the measurement of “desire to work” and the interpretation of key concepts such as “availability to work” and “main activity”. For each of these topics only two alternative module versions were tested (A, B).

30. As illustrated in Table 1, the full model LFS questionnaires were built by combining different versions of the topic modules so as to maximize possible comparisons during the testing. Overall, the name given to each model questionnaire reflected the approach taken to identify the employed, given its centrality to the structure and flow of the full questionnaire, as described below.

**Table 1. Allocation of topic versions for testing by model questionnaire.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model approach</th>
<th>Employment</th>
<th>Main intended destination</th>
<th>Main job</th>
<th>Working Time</th>
<th>Job search</th>
<th>Main Activity</th>
<th>Own use production of Goods</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1 Industry-based</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2 Main activity</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3 Work for pay/profit</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4 Employment type</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5 Job-based</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Additional selected variations introduced for testing.*

**Model questionnaire differences**

31. The “Industry-based” model (M1) was developed for use in contexts where an important share of the population is engaged in mixed or subsistence agriculture, animal husbandry and/or fishing. It was based on survey approaches used by some countries in West Africa and extended to be aligned with the new standards. As shown in Figure 3, in its initial design, M1 started with a section on “Own-use production work” that aimed at capturing activities to produce goods and services mainly...
intended for final use by the household or family. This section was then followed by a section aimed at capturing “work for pay or profit” using the same approach as the start of M3 (see below).

32. The “Main activity” model (M2) used an approach that allowed participants initially to report their main activity as self-perceived. This starting point is very different from a typical LFS. It is assumed by some to fit more closely with participants’ subjective view of their own status and thus be more participant friendly. Follow-up questions are used to establish the labour force status of the participant in line with the latest standards. For example, persons who do not initially self-identify as employed are asked follow-up questions to find out if they did any work for pay or profit, using the same approach as the start of M3 (see below). The approach was based on sequences commonly applied in population censuses as well as in multi-topic surveys used by Pacific island countries. It was the shortest sequence tested and was developed for use in questionnaires where space is an important constraint.

33. The “Work for pay or profit” model (M3) was based on the most common sequence used by countries in LFS across different regions of the world, particularly among high- and middle-income countries. It starts with a core question that asks participants if they did any work for pay or profit in the short reference period (see Figure 4). To align this approach with the 19th ICLS standards, a new module (“for market production”) was introduced to establish the main intended destination of the production for persons who indicated working in agriculture or fishing. Given its widespread use, M3 served as a reference during the analysis phase.

34. The “Employment type” model (M4) draws from sequences used in LFS by some countries, particularly in Southern Africa and Asia. This approach uses a similar overall structure as M3. The main differences are that the starting question is split into two, as shown in Figure 4. The first question in M4 focuses on “work for pay” aimed at capturing persons working for someone else (i.e. employees, paid apprentices) and the second on “work for profit” aimed at capturing persons working in their own business (i.e. employers, own-account workers). As with M3, M4 also included a new module (“for market production”) to establish the main intended destination of the production for persons who indicated working in agriculture or fishing.

35. The “Job-based” model (M5) was developed to address some concerns raised with the complex language used in the traditional “Work for pay or profit” model (M3). Instead, as shown in Figure 4, M5 starts with a core set of questions that ask participants if they “have a paid job” or if they “have a business.” Given the wording used in the starting approach, no dedicated module to establish the main intended destination of the production was included in M5. Nevertheless, a single question to confirm the main intended destination of production was included within the section on main job characteristics to assess the possible inclusion of cases not matching the new concept of employment as “work for pay or profit”.

Figure 4. Differences between models M3, M4 and M5 in the approach taken to identify the employed and establish the boundary with own-use production work

Model questionnaire assignment

36. To facilitate comparisons, the pilot countries were each assigned to test two model questionnaires. One was chosen to be closest to their current practice while the second was to serve as contrast and to maximise testing across regions as deemed relevant. As shown in Table 2, the M3 approach was the most tested, in 8 out of 10 countries, reflecting the wide use of this approach in national practice. The M1 approach was tested only in countries in Africa, given its particular emphasis on capturing work in agriculture. The remaining approaches, M2, M4 and M5, were tested by three countries each belonging to a different world region.

Table 2. Model questionnaire assignment by approach, country and region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model approach</th>
<th>Africa</th>
<th>Americas</th>
<th>Asia-Pacific</th>
<th>Eastern Europe &amp; MDA KGZ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CMR</td>
<td>CIV</td>
<td>NAM</td>
<td>TUN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1 Industry-based</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2 Main activity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3 Work for pay or profit</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4 Employment type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5 Job-based</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
D. Project methodology

37. Given the primary objective of the pilot study project to inform LFS questionnaire design, a methodology that combined both qualitative and quantitative survey testing methods was developed. Likewise, given the particular focus on testing the new boundary between employment and own-use production work and the new measures of labour underutilization, the testing methodology required the selection of suitable target area(s) with urban and rural populations engaged in mixed and subsistence agriculture and/or fishing.

38. During the qualitative phase, cognitive interviewing (CI) was used to evaluate how participants understood selected survey questions, how they recalled the information, and how they decided and formulated their answers. A total of 40 CI (20 per model questionnaire) were targeted for completion in each country. Only one round of CI in each pilot country was planned. The five model questionnaires were revised based on the results of the CI to address a number of issues identified.

39. The revised questionnaires were then further tested using small-scale field tests. The field tests were designed as a test-retest study with a split sample design targeting a total of 800 households in each country (400 per model questionnaire) interviewed twice during the agricultural cycle (waves 1 and 2). The samples, while not representative, were designed and selected using standard survey sampling procedures that oversampled rural areas compared to urban areas in the target location(s) selected for the study. The split sample design aimed at ensuring adequate independent testing of the two model questionnaires assigned to each country, while at the same time allowing comparisons due to the common sampling approach used. The test-retest approach was adopted to allow assessments of reliability (i.e. stability in measurement) of each questionnaire over time.
IV. PROJECT TIMELINES AND DISSEMINATION OF RESULTS

40. The full project cycle has taken close to 4 years to complete, from initial design to dissemination of the main results and practical guidance. Table 3 shows the overall Project implementation calendar. Initial planning and material development was completed within a 4-month period. This stage included design of the overall pilot study methodology and drafting of the model materials as well as identification of pilot countries and establishment of collaboration agreements.

41. After this initial planning stage, pilot countries where invited to a Training of Trainers Workshop (May 2015) where the overall project methodology, timelines and activities were presented and discussed. The project methodology and materials were refined based on feedback received during the Training of Trainers Workshop.

Table 3. ILO LFS pilot study project implementation calendar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Jan-Apr</td>
<td>Pilot project design and material development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May</td>
<td>Training of Trainers Workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jun</td>
<td>Adaptation of model materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jul-Sep</td>
<td>Phase I country implementation: Cognitive tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>Revision of model materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nov-Dec</td>
<td>Phase II country implementation: Field tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Jan-Sep</td>
<td>Phase II country implementation: Field tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>Pilot Studies Analysis Planning Workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Jan-Jun</td>
<td>Consolidation of results for comparative analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jul-Dec</td>
<td>Main analysis of qualitative and quantitative results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Jan-Mar</td>
<td>Drafting and publication of main reports with findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Apr-Sep</td>
<td>Preparation of practical LFS tools and main guidance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>Dissemination of findings and tools at 20th ICLS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

42. Country-level activities began at this stage with the adaptation and translation of the model materials, planning of tests and training. Implementation of the cognitive tests in the 10 pilot countries was completed within an intensive 3-month period from July to September 2015. Results from the cognitive tests were analysed on a progressive basis as received by the ILO and consolidated upon completion of the tests in the 10 pilot countries. This allowed the revision of the model materials within a one-month period, in preparation for the field tests.

43. Phase II of the project comprising the field tests was completed within an 11-month period, from Nov 2015 through September 2016. This phase involved country-level planning, training and conduct of waves 1 and 2 of the field tests each targeting a different phase of the agricultural cycle as per the country context. Upon completion of the tests, the 10 pilot countries were invited to an Analysis Planning Workshop (November 2016) were the overall analysis strategy and preliminary findings were presented for discussion and feedback.
44. The results of the cognitive and field tests and related metadata, together with field observation reports both by technical staff from the pilot countries and the ILO were reviewed, cleaned and consolidated to enable comparative analysis. The analysis was structured by topic with a view to identify good practices and lessons learned with respect to the design of survey questions suitable for LFS to measure each given topic. Both qualitative and quantitative analysis techniques were used.

45. The Project implementation practices and main findings are summarized in a series of methodological reports, accessible in the website of the ILO Department of Statistics, covering the following topics:

   a. Cognitive interview tests: methodology, process and outcomes
   b. Experimental field tests: methodology, process and outcomes
   c. Measuring employment in LFS
   d. Measuring working time and time-related underemployment in LFS
   e. Measuring unemployment and the potential labour force in LFS
   f. Measuring main activity in LFS
   g. Measuring own-use production work in LFS

46. Additional reports highlighting cross-cutting issues such as: capturing work in agriculture, capturing contributing family work, and gender issues in LFS questionnaire design will also be published as part of the methodological series.

47. Ultimately, the good practices identified and lessons learned will serve as basis to prepare updated guidance and practical tools to support LFS design aligned with the new standards on statistics of work, employment and labour underutilization adopted by the 19th ICLS in 2013. The LFS practical guidance is expected to be made available through the website of the ILO Department of Statistics and disseminated on the occasion of the 20th ICLS to take place in October 2018.
Annex 1. Full list of topics included in the ILO model questionnaires tested

**Household roster (all usual residents of household)**

A. **Basic demographic characteristics**
   - Name
   - Relationship to reference person
   - Sex
   - Age
   - Current school enrolment
   - Educational attainment

**Household questionnaire (household head or reference person)**

B. **Resources and sources of livelihood**
   - Main source of water
   - Main source of energy
   - All income sources
   - Main source of income

**Individual questionnaire (household members aged n+ years)**

C. **Identification of persons employed (in short reference period)**
   - Persons employed, at work
   - Persons on temporary absence from employment
   - Main intended destination of production

D. **Characteristics of main job**
   - Multiple job holding status
   - Occupation
   - Industry
   - Institutional sector
   - Place of work
   - Size of establishment
   - Status in employment
   - Form of pay and frequency

E. **Working time and underemployment**
   - Hours usually worked
   - Hours actually worked
   - Reason for different actual and usual hours worked
   - Search for additional or other job
   - Desire to work additional hours
   - Availability to work additional hours
   - Number of additional hours available/wanted
   - Desire to change employment situation
   - Reasons for wanting to change employment situation

F. **Search for employment**
   - Job search
   - Methods used to seek employment
   - Duration of job search
   - Reasons for not seeking employment
   - Availability to take up employment
   - Desire for employment
   - Need for employment (optional)
   - Reasons for not being available to take up employment
   - Main activity (optional)

G. **Main activity**
   - All activities at present
   - Main activity at present
   - Main activity in the last 12 months

H. **Own use production of goods**
   - Working time
     - Agriculture, fishing, hunting and gathering
       - Main intended destination of production
       - Regular sale/barter
       - Proportion sold/bartered regularly
     - Manufacturing of other household goods
     - Fetching water
     - Collecting firewood, dung and other fuels
     - Construction or major repair of own dwelling

I. **Own use provision of services**
   - Working time
   - Housework and household management
   - Care for dependent adults
   - Care for children

*Variable section order as per test model sequence*
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